Studies on supratentorial subdural bleeding using a porcine model.
A porcine model for an acute lethal arterial subdural bleeding in man is presented. Blood from the abdominal aorta was led via an electronic drop recorder into a collapsed intracranial subdural rubber balloon. Systemic arterial pressure (SAP), two intracranial pressures and 6 other vital parameters were monitored continuously in spontaneously breathing (n = 4) and mechanically ventilated (n = 4) pigs. In both animal groups bleeding caused an immediate rise in intracranial pressures (ICP) with transtentorial pressure gradients developing. As a result the cerebral perfusion pressures (CPP) decreased progressively, leading to an isoelectric EEG. In spontaneously breathing animals, the pressure changes resulted in apnoea within 2-4 minutes, irregularities in heart rhythm and in a marked rise in SAP (the Cushing reaction). A final collapse of all pressures occurred after 222 +/- 68 sec at a mean bleeding volume of 10.3 +/- 1.9 ml. In contrast, in mechanically ventilated animals, the course of bleeding was less dramatic. No change in cardiac rhythm or rise in SAP appeared despite a larger mean bleeding volume (12.0 +/- 1.6 ml). Instead, SAP slowly fell, reaching a level of approximately 40 mm Hg within 1 hour, while CPP concomitantly decreased from 120 mm Hg to 15 mm Hg. The findings in this and in a parallel study are explained in terms of the intracranial volume tolerance concept (Zwetnow et al. 1986). The beneficial effect of assisted ventilation on the course of subdural bleeding is multifactorial, involving both metabolic and mechanical mechanisms.